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In adults, speciﬁc neural systems with right-hemispheric weighting
are necessary to process pitch, melody, and harmony as well as structure and meaning emerging from musical sequences. It is not known
to what extent the specialization of these systems results from longterm exposure to music or from neurobiological constraints. One way
to address this question is to examine how these systems function at
birth, when auditory experience is minimal. We used functional MRI
to measure brain activity in 1- to 3-day-old newborns while they
heard excerpts of Western tonal music and altered versions of the
same excerpts. Altered versions either included changes of the tonal
key or were permanently dissonant. Music evoked predominantly
right-hemispheric activations in primary and higher order auditory
cortex. During presentation of the altered excerpts, hemodynamic
responses were signiﬁcantly reduced in the right auditory cortex,
and activations emerged in the left inferior frontal cortex and limbic
structures. These results demonstrate that the infant brain shows a
hemispheric specialization in processing music as early as the ﬁrst
postnatal hours. Results also indicate that the neural architecture
underlying music processing in newborns is sensitive to changes in
tonal key as well as to differences in consonance and dissonance.
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usic is a cultural phenomenon and an art; however, in recent
years, it has also become a fruitful research tool in numerous
ﬁelds of cognitive neuroscience such as auditory perception (1),
learning and memory (2), brain plasticity (3), sensorimotor processing (4), and the mirror neuron system (5). Consistent results have
described brain networks for music processing in adult nonmusicians
involving the superior temporal gyrus, inferior frontal, and parietal
areas, with a dominance of the right over the left hemisphere (1).
These neural networks may be intrinsically related to the emergence
of musical abilities in humans. It is, however, difﬁcult to determine to
what extent music processing skills, as observed in adults, are the
result of an adaptation of the brain from exposure to the musical
environment or to biological constraints that lead, with normal
experience, to the typical trajectory of brain development. One way to
address this issue is to study how the brain processes musical stimuli at
a point where exposure to music has been minimal and presumably
not sufﬁcient to induce major shaping of the processing networks. We
used functional MRI (fMRI) to investigate the neural correlates of
music processing in neonates. In recent years, fMRI has been used
successfully with pediatric and healthy infant populations (6–8),
proving to be a noninvasive and reliable technique yielding valuable
information about brain development. The babies who participated
in the study were ﬁrst exposed to music initially outside the uterine
environment, allowing observation of the early developmental stages
of a capacity that plays an important role for emotional, cognitive,
and social development from the ﬁrst days of life (9).
Music perception relies on sophisticated cognitive skills for the
decoding of pitch, rhythm, and timbre and for the processing of
sequential elements that form hierarchical structures and convey
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emotional expression and meaning. Despite the complexity of such
cognitive operations, mounting evidence indicates that newborns
and young infants are highly sensitive to musical information.
Music modulates infants’ attention and arousal levels (10) and evokes
pleasure or discomfort. Infants with casual exposure to music possess
the abilities for relational processing of pitch and tempo; for the
differentiation of consonant vs. dissonant intervals; and for the
detection of variations in rhythm, meter, timbre, and tempo as well as
duration of tones and musical phrases (12, 13). These musical competences of infants play a crucial role in early language learning,
because the processing of speech prosody (e.g., speech melody,
speech rhythm) provides important cues for the identiﬁcation of syllables, words, and phrases (14–16). Neurophysiological studies using
near-infrared optical topography (17) and magnetoencephalography
(18) in 3-month-old infants showed more prominent activation to
normal speech sounds than to ﬂattened speech sounds in right temporoparietal regions. This suggests that processing the slow-changing
melodic components of natural speech relies on right-hemispheric
neural resources already engaged at 3 months of age. Despite this
evidence for the importance of musical competences in early childhood, the neural basis of music processing in infants has remained
elusive and no previous study has investigated music processing in
neonates with fMRI.
The present study addresses this issue, using excerpts of classical
music pieces and counterparts of these excerpts that varied in their
syntactic properties and in their degree of consonance and dissonance.
The control conditions were chosen so as to be acoustically closely
matched to the original stimuli and still musical. This allowed a more
precise interpretation of any result observed in the original music
condition. In other words, we asked whether the newborn brain would
be sensitive to subtle variations of the musical stimuli or whether it
would respond indifferently to any music-like stimulus.
Using fMRI, data were obtained from 18 healthy full-term newborns within the ﬁrst 3 days of life. Babies heard 21-s musical stimuli
alternating with 21-s blocks of silence (Fig. 1B). Three sets of musical
stimuli were used (Fig. 1A): Set 1 (“original music”) consisted of
original instrumental (piano) excerpts drawn from the corpus of
major-minor tonal (“Western”) music of the 18th and 19th centuries.
This ﬁrst experimental condition addressed a basic question about
the neural network involved in music processing. From these original
excerpts, two further sets (altered music: sets 2 and 3) were created. In
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set 2 (key shifts), all voices were infrequently shifted one semitone upor downward, thus infrequently shifting the tonal center to a tonal key
that was harmonically only distantly related to the preceding harmonic context (e.g., from C major to C# major). The recognition of
such key changes involves that listeners sequence the musical information, establish and maintain a representation of a tonal center
from the different tones of a musical passage, and realize when the
representation of a tonal center differs from the tonal center of
incoming musical information (19, 20). The extraction of a tonal
center is a basis for the music-syntactic processing of harmonies (19,
20), and processing changes of the tonal center involves prefrontal
cortical areas, particularly the pars opercularis of the inferior frontolateral cortex (in the left hemisphere part of Broca’s area), ventrolateral premotor cortex, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in both
adults and 10-year-old children (21, 22). Notably, the inferior frontolateral cortex has particularly been shown to serve the processing of
syntax in both music and language, although with right-hemispheric
weighting in the music domain (21–23) and left-hemispheric
weighting in the language domain (24, 25). We aimed at testing
whether the brains of newborns are already sensitive to changes in
tonal key and which brain areas would be involved in newborns for the
processing of key changes.
In set 3 (dissonance), the upper voice (i.e., melody) of the musical
excerpts was permanently shifted one semitone upward, rendering
the excerpts permanently dissonant [similar to previous studies (26,
27)]. Dissonance and consonance are basic perceptual properties of
tones sounding together, and the perception of consonance and
dissonance relies on properties of the auditory pathway, presumably
independent of extended auditory experience (11, 28, 29). Particularly in Western listeners, consonant tone combinations are perPerani et al.

Results
The main effect of original music (set 1) vs. silence showed an
extended right-hemispheric activation cluster focused in the superior temporal gyrus, with its peak activation being located in the
primary auditory cortex (transverse temporal gyrus), extending into
the secondary auditory cortex, and anteriorly into the planum
polare, as well as posteriorly into the planum temporale, temporoparietal junction, and inferior parietal lobule (Fig. 2A). In the left
hemisphere, activation of the primary and secondary auditory cortices was weaker than in the right hemisphere (Fig. 2A); this
observation was conﬁrmed by region of interest (ROI) analysis (see
below and Fig. 4). In addition, activation was observed in the right
insula and the right amygdala-hippocampal complex (see Fig. 3).
We then addressed the differences in activation between the two
altered conditions and silence: key shifts (set 2) vs. silence and dissonance (set 3) vs. silence. Both comparisons showed a very comparable pattern, namely, less extended activation in the right temporal
regions (compared with the main effect of original music vs. silence)
and, instead, left-hemispheric activation clusters in the superior and
middle temporal regions (including primary auditory cortex), inferior
frontal gyrus, amygdala, and ventral striatum (see Fig. 2B for pooled
datasets). The direct comparison between the two altered conditions
showed no signiﬁcant differences in activation, except that blood
oxygenation level-dependent contrast (BOLD) signal changes were
stronger during the key shifts (set 2) in the left amygdala and ventral
striatum. Because of the essentially identical activation patterns elicited by sets 2 and 3, data of both sets were pooled, leading to an equal
amount of scans for subsequent comparisons between altered music
(sets 2 and 3 pooled) vs. silence and between original music (set 1) vs.
altered music (details provided in Materials and Methods). The main
effect of altered music (sets 2 and 3 pooled) vs. silence (Fig. 2B)
illustrates that the right-hemispheric activation of the primary auditory cortex and posterior superior temporal gyrus (which was
PNAS | March 9, 2010 | vol. 107 | no. 10 | 4759
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Fig. 1. Examples of stimuli and scanning paradigm. (A) Fragments illustrating the three sets of stimuli: original music, altered music: key shifts, and
altered music: dissonance. (B) Experimental paradigm.

ceived as more pleasant than permanently dissonant ones (26, 27, 29)
and 2-month old infants already show a preference of consonance
over dissonance (11, 30, 31). We used the dissonant stimuli of set 3 to
investigate whether neonates’ brains are sensitive to dissonance.
Stimulus sets 2 and 3 were also used to investigate neural correlates of emotional responses in newborns. In addition to studies
showing that consonant music is usually perceived as more pleasant
than permanently dissonant music, previous work with adults has
shown that unexpected chord functions and changes in tonal key
elicit emotional responses in listeners (32, 33). Up to now, however,
the neural origins of human emotion in early life have remained
unknown, and the knowledge about emotional processes obtained
from adults cannot be extended to children, because the processes
underlying the generation of emotions are heavily shaped by lifelong
experiences. Studies investigating emotion using musical stimuli in
adults revealed that music-evoked emotions involve core structures
of emotional processing, such as the amygdala, nucleus accumbens,
and orbitofrontal cortex (26, 27, 34). Our study also aimed at
exploring the early sensitivity of such core structures of emotional
processing, and the speciﬁcity of their responses, to original and
altered music stimuli.
Note that all three stimulus sets were identical with regard to
tempo, meter, rhythm, timbre, and contour and that the stimulus
alterations (key shifts and dissonance) did not turn the original
music into disorganized noise. Note also that newborns had little
or no exposure to music except for the heavily ﬁltered sounds
reaching the fetus in utero (35). Thus, if the original music and
the stimulus alterations elicit speciﬁc brain activity in newborns,
this would also indicate predispositions for the processing of
these musical features that are largely independent of culturespeciﬁc adaptations.
The present study uses fMRI to explore brain specialization for
music processing in newborns with minimal exposure to external
auditory stimuli.

Fig. 2. Activations elicited by the musical stimuli in
newborns (n = 18, random effects group analyses,
false discovery rate corrected; P < 0.0002 at the
voxel level and P < 0.05 at the cluster level) overlaid
over a T2-weighted image from a single newborn
subject (note that the spatial resolution of the
functional group data is lower compared with the
anatomical image). (A) Mean activations for original
music vs. silence are shown for six axial slices. Note
the right-hemispheric predominance of temporal
activation (yellow arrows). (B) Mean activations for
altered music (key shifts and dissonance pooled) vs.
silence. Note the left-hemispheric activation in the
inferior frontal gyrus (orange arrows) and the
reduced activation in the right temporal lobe
(compared with the contrast of original music vs. silence, white arrow). (Details are provided in Materials and Methods.)

observed up to the temporoparietal junction) was less pronounced
compared with the main effect of original music vs. silence (Fig. 2A).
The main effect of altered music vs. silence also shows activation of
the left inferior frontal gyrus (which was not observed in the comparison of original music vs. silence) and activation of the left primary
auditory cortex, which was comparable to that observed in the effect
of original music vs. silence (see Fig. 3 for the direct contrast between
original music and altered music).
The direct contrast of original music vs. altered music shows areas
with signiﬁcantly stronger hemodynamic responses for original music
(P < 0.05, voxel level, uncorrected for cluster extent) in the superior
and posterior part of the right auditory cortex and in the right amygdala-hippocampal complex (Fig. 3). Areas with stronger hemodynamic responses for altered music were observed in the left inferior
frontal gyrus, and the left amygdala-hippocampal complex (a more
precise identiﬁcation of the medial temporal lobe structures, given
their small size, exceeds the limits of 1.5 T fMRI spatial resolution).
To address speciﬁcally the level of activity in the right and left
primary and secondary auditory cortices, ROI analysis was conducted on subjects’ average percent signal change for original
music and altered music (Fig. 4 and Materials and Methods).
ANOVA on these ROI values with the factors of hemisphere and
stimulus type (two levels: set 1, pooled sets 2 and 3) indicated a
signiﬁcant interaction between hemisphere and stimulus type (F =
4.74, P = 0.03). This interaction was due to the difference in
hemodynamic response between the two stimulus types in the right
hemisphere, with stronger activation for original music compared
with altered music (multiple comparison Tukey honestly signiﬁcant difference, P = 0.05). In the left auditory cortex, no difference in activation was observed for the two stimulus types.
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Discussion
Our data show that a hemispheric functional asymmetry for music
perception is present at birth. Activation with right-hemispheric
dominance was observed in the primary, secondary, and higher order
auditory cortices in newborns, consistent with data obtained from
adult nonmusicians, especially for the processing of pitch relations
(36). This right-hemispheric dominance indicates that the newborn
brain responds to musical information quite speciﬁcally, because the

right primary auditory cortex is particularly involved in pitch analysis
and integration (i.e., in the decoding of pitch height, pitch direction,
and pitch chroma) (37), a prerequisite for the processing of music.
Notably, the activations extended beyond Heschl’s gyrus toward the
right planum polare as well as toward the planum temporale and the
inferior parietal lobule. Previous functional neuroimaging studies
with adults showed that the right superior temporal gyrus (including
the planum polare) becomes increasingly involved with increasing
melodic complexity (38) and that right-hemispheric areas of auditory
cortex outside the primary zone are specialized in the processing of
pitch patterns, in the encoding and recognition of melodies, and in
auditory-motor transformation (39, 40). Our data show that these
areas are already recruited with right-hemispheric dominance by
newborns for the processing of musical information.
In adult brains, the right-hemispheric preference for music processing has been attributed to different specializations of the left and
right auditory cortices for the processing of temporal and spectral
aspects of acoustic stimuli (41, 42). These cortices might have
evolved a complementary specialization, with the left hemisphere
having better temporal resolution (crucial for speech analysis) and
the right hemisphere having a better frequency resolution (required
for pitch processing) (43). These functional hemispheric differences
correspond to anatomical ﬁndings of volume differences in the left
and right auditory cortices (41, 44).
The lateralized specialization of brain structures is not a uniquely
human phenomenon, and it is not determined by speciﬁc exposure to
environmental sounds (45). Gross anatomical asymmetries around
the Sylvian ﬁssure have been observed in fetuses from midgestation
and in newborns (46). Recently, studies have identiﬁed a large
number of genes expressed differently in the left and right perisylvian
fetal cortices at different weeks of gestation corresponding with
periods of neural proliferation and migration (47, 48). These hemispheric asymmetries, may result in early functional asymmetries,
even before the onset of hearing (49).
The right-preponderant auditory cortex activation observed in the
present study parallels the left-hemispheric auditory cortex activations shown for infants hearing speech (8). Taken together, these
results demonstrate the presence of early propensities in the way the
auditory nervous system processes sound (8, 50). Notably, the areas

Fig. 3. Direct contrast of original music vs. altered
music in healthy newborns (n = 18, random effects
group analysis; P < 0.05 at the voxel level, uncorrected)
overlaid on a T2-weighted image from a single newborn (note that the spatial resolution of the functional
group data is lower compared with the anatomical
image). Regions more active for original music are
shown in orange/yellow, and regions more active for
altered music are shown in blue. Two axial slices show
a stronger activation of the left inferior frontal gyrus in response to altered music. The slices also show a stronger activation of (posterior) auditory cortex in response
to original music. The two coronal slices show activation of the left amygdala-hippocampal complex (and of the ventral striatum) for altered music and activation of
the right amygdala-hippocampal complex for original music. The two sagittal slices show the larger right superior temporal activation for original music.
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activated by hearing music were not conﬁned to primary auditory
cortices. This is reminiscent of auditory cortex activations reported
for infants hearing sentences (51) and presumably implies that the
complex hierarchical organization of auditory language processing is
paralleled by a similar hierarchical organization of music processing
very early in life.
In addition to the asymmetry of auditory cortex activation for the
processing of the original music, we showed that BOLD signals were
modulated by alterations of the musical stimuli. In particular, in the
BOLD signal changes in response to the altered music (compared to
the original music) were smaller in the right primary and secondary
auditory cortex (Fig. 2 and Fig. 4) , but larger in left-hemispheric
superior temporal and inferior-frontal cortices (Fig. 2B). When
newborns perceived stimuli that contained manipulations of the
acoustic structure (i.e., with regard to dissonance) and manipulation
of the music-syntactic structure (i.e., with regard to the shift of tonal
key), we observed rather symmetrical activity of the primary auditory cortices (Fig. 4). These ﬁndings indicate that newborns’ neural
responses to musical stimuli can be modulated by structural variations of the stimuli. Importantly, a signiﬁcant difference in the right
auditory cortex activity was observed when directly comparing
original music vs. altered music, that is, two conditions in which
musical stimuli were presented (Fig. 4). Thus, the right-lateralized
auditory cortex activation was attributable to the speciﬁc features of
the (mainly consonant and structured) original music and was not
simply an unspeciﬁc response that could have been elicited by any
sound in general. These results are in agreement with behavioral
evidence from neonates and older babies showing that infants are
highly sensitive to pitch alterations and that this ability is subserved
by neural predispositions present from birth (52).
The pattern of activation observed for the altered music condition
presumably reﬂects a sensitivity of the newborn brain to dissonance
(both altered sets contained a higher degree of sensory dissonance
compared with the original sets: set 2 consisted of more dissonant
intervals than the original music, and the key shifts in set 3 also
introduced a subtle sensory dissonance attributable to the semitone
shift of notes (SI Text). Neuropsychological and neuroimaging
studies from adults as well as behavioral studies with older babies
(12) showed that human infants tested at 7 months perceive sensory
dissonance similar to adults (53), that infants prefer to listen to
consonant intervals (11, 30) and appear to discriminate consonant
and dissonant music shortly after birth (28). The perception of sensory dissonance is a function of the physical properties of auditory
stimuli, as well as those of basic physiological and anatomical constraints, resulting from limitations of the auditory system in resolving
tones that are too proximal in pitch (54). This phenomenon is
independent of speciﬁc experience and is observable across species
(55, 56). Although the speciﬁc weighting of genetic and experiential
factors in shaping early sensitivity to consonance and dissonance
remains to be speciﬁed, our results indicate sensitivity of the auditory
cortex to consonance and dissonance already at birth.
Perani et al.
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Fig. 4. ROI analysis. Changes in activation for original music and altered
music (key shifts and dissonance pooled) in primary and secondary auditory
cortices as measured within spherical ROIs. (Right) ROIs on a T2-weighted
image of a single newborn subject. The histograms show the percent signal
change measured in each ROI during each of the two stimulus types (original
music and altered music). Error bars indicate SEM.

In addition to introducing a sensory dissonance, key shifts introduced pitches that were less congruent with the sensory memory
traces established by the previous chords (Fig. S1). However, signal
changes in the auditory cortex in response to the key changes do not
appear to be attributable to auditory sensory memory operations
related to the detection of such pitches. Key shifts led to a reduction
of signal change in the auditory cortex in the right hemisphere for
altered music (compared with original music), and no difference in
BOLD response was observed in the left auditory cortex between
altered and original music (Fig. 4). This is in contrast to functional
neuroimaging data of automatic change detection in adults (57),
which show increased BOLD responses in the auditory cortex in
response to acoustic changes.
Another major result is that babies engaged neural resources
located in the inferior frontolateral cortex of the left hemisphere in
response to altered music, perhaps because the frequent changes of
key during the key shifts condition and the tonal ambiguity of the
chords in the dissonance condition required more left-hemispheric
neural capacities for the processing of acoustic relations between
chords during altered music compared with original music. The
engagement of inferior frontolateral cortical resources in newborns
is reminiscent of similar activations in adults and 10-year-old children during the processing structurally irregular chord functions
(22) and dissonant tone clusters embedded in mainly consonant
chord sequences (21). As noted previously, it is unlikely that altered
music evoked auditory sensory memory activation contributing
signiﬁcantly to the BOLD signal changes. Therefore, the activations
of the inferior frontolateral cortex during altered music apparently
do not merely reﬂect automatic change detection. However, note
that relations between chords (as well as corresponding tonal hierarchies) are established based on mainly acoustical properties of
musical signals such as pitch repetition and pitch similarity (20, 58,
59), and it is likely that the inferior frontolateral cortex is involved in
establishing such relations (22). Also note that our results do not
indicate that the infants had representations of musical scales or
implicit knowledge of the key membership of tones. Notably, the
activation of the posterior part of the left inferior frontal gyrus in
newborns is likely to be comparable to activations of Broca’s area in
adults. In adults, Broca’s area has been shown to be of fundamental
importance for the processing of structured sequential information
in language, music, and actions, and this area is critically involved in
the detection of irregularities within structured sequences (60).
Finally, our data from newborns also suggest effects of music on
activity of cerebral core structures for emotional music processing, as
shown in adults (61). Even though these results demand to be interpreted with caution, BOLD signal increase was observed in response
to the original music in the right amygdala-hippocampal complex and
during perception of altered music in the left hippocampal/entorhinal
cortex, possibly including the amygdala (Fig. 3). For adults, consonant
music has a different emotional valence than dissonant music (26, 27),
and adult listeners perceive musical stimuli with unexpected changes
of the tonal key as more unpleasant compared with musical stimuli
with no key change (3, 5). Corresponding to these differences in
emotional valence, previous behavioral studies in infants showed a
clear preference for consonant sounds in comparison to dissonant
sounds (11, 30, 31). In the present study, activation of the previously
mentioned limbic structures in infants in response to music suggests
that newborns already show neural emotional responses to musical
stimuli. The observed hemispheric differences in activation of limbic
structures remain to be speciﬁed.
In conclusion, our results show that a neuronal architecture serving
the processing of music is already present at birth. Right-lateralized
auditory cortex activity was observed for the processing of original
music, indicating that neonates already show a right-hemispheric
predominance for the processing of musical information. This activation was modulated by contrasting original music with altered but
still musical stimuli, indicating that the response we obtained was not
generically driven by auditory stimulation. Our data show that the

newborn’s brain is sensitive to changes in the tonal key of music and to
differences in the sensory dissonance of musical signals. Such structural manipulations activated the inferior frontolateral cortex, and
thus possibly Broca’s area, which becomes fundamentally important
for the learning of language during later stages of development.
Finally, the activity changes within limbic structures suggest that
newborns engage neural resources of emotional processing in
response to musical stimuli. One inherent limitation of our study is
that it cannot estimate the extent to which uterine input has already
shaped the neural systems at birth. The fetus perceives auditory
information in the ﬁnal weeks of gestation, and salient features of this
input can be recognized after birth (62–64). Also, our ﬁndings do not
imply that the speciﬁc response we observe when the newborn brain is
exposed to musical information evolved for, and is exclusively
involved in, instrumental music processing (similar responses are
likely to be elicited by song, and by the melodic aspects of speech).
Future studies should explore the responses at birth to auditory
stimuli with different degrees of musical content, such as melodic
singing, child-directed speech, nonlexical prosodic speech, and
speech with minimal prosodic content. This study demonstrates
competencies of newborns for the processing of music, providing
insight into the neural origins of music, a universal human capability.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Eighteen healthy, full-term, nonsedated newborns (8 female, Apgar
score ≥ 8) within the ﬁrst 3days of life participated in the study. Gestation and
birth histories were normal for all subjects. Data from 3 other newborns were
not used because of large movement artifacts. The majority of the subjects’
immediate family members were right-handed (88%) (65), with no history of
learning disabilities or psychiatric and neurological disorders, and of monolingual Italian background (one bilingual English-Italian), and they were not
musicians. Mothers reported casual exposure to music during pregnancy.
Parents gave written consent in accordance with the procedures approved by
the Ethical Committee of the San Raffaele Scientiﬁc Institute and by the Ethics
Review Board of the New and Emerging Science and Technology (NEST)
project in the Sixth Framework Program (FP6) of the European Union.
Stimuli. Three sets of stimuli were created (Fig. 1 A and B). Set 1 (music)
consisted of 10 instrumental tonal music excerpts drawn from the corpus of
major-minor tonal (“Western”) classical music (details are provided in SI
Text). Each excerpt was 21 sec long, with an average tempo of 124 beats per
minute (range: 104–144 beats per minute).
Sets 2 and 3 (altered music) were obtained by manipulating the excerpts of set
1. For set 2, all voices were shifted one semitone higher or lower at the end of
cadences. For set 3, the leading voice was shifted one semitone higher. The
excerpts were created starting from a Musical Instrument Digital Interface
sequencer (Rosegarden4) with piano samples (Yamaha Disklavier Pro) and then
digitally recorded with a low-latency audio-server (Jack Audio Connection Kit)
and a multichannel digital recorder (Ardour Digital Audio Workstation) on a
Linux platform (DebianGNU/Linux) with a real-time kernel module. Stimuli
were presented via an xmms audio-player and fed as optical inputs into an
audio-control unit (DAP Center Mark II, MR Confon) connected to MRI-compatible headphones (MR Confon) (Fig. 1). Auditory modeling was conducted on
the stimuli to estimate the degree of acoustical deviance introduced by the
changes of tonal key in the excerpts with key change (SI Text).
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Imaging Protocol. MRI scans were acquired on a Philips 1.5-T Intera scanner
(Philips Medical Systems) that was certiﬁed by the European Union for use on
all age groups.
fMRI was performed using an optimized echoplanar imaging (EPI) gradient
echo pulse sequence with the following acquisition parameters: repetition
time (TR)/echo time (TE) = 3,000/40 msec, 3.75 × 3.75 × 3 mm voxel size, 23
slices for each volume, and 140 volumes for each scan. T2-weighted clinical
images were reviewed by a licensed pediatric neuroradiologist (C.B.).
Procedure. When infants were quiet, they were swaddled in a blanket and
placed in a custom-made cradle that ﬁt inside the head coil. Infants were ﬁtted
with headphones, with a foam pad around their heads for additional noise
dampening. Infants’ behavior during scanning was monitored by a camera
and a microphone placed inside the magnet bore. All the infants slept naturally through most of the experiment. Scanning was interrupted if the infants
became restless.

4762 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0909074107

Sounds were presented via piezoelectric, European Union-certiﬁed, MRIcompatible headphones custom-made to ﬁt newborns’ ears and incorporating
an active gradient noise-suppression mechanism in addition to passive deadening, leading to noise reduction on the order of 30–40 dB above 600 Hz (MR
Confon). With noise reduction, the scanner noise had an intensity of about 66
dB sound pressure level (SPL) at the eardrum of the infant. The sound presentation was adjusted to a comfortable volume level (about 84 dB SPL)
allowing the music to be clearly audible above residual scanner noise.
Ablockdesignwasusedwith21-sblocksalternatingbetweenconditions(music,
silence, altered music, silence) in a pseudorandom order, such that two versions of
the same excerpt never followed each other for a total scan time of 7 min (Fig. 1B).
Each sequence contained only one kind of altered music. Two 7-min sequences
were presented in alternate order to each successive infant: one containing music
and key shifts alterations and one containing music and dissonance alterations.
The two kinds of alteration were obtained from two different sets of ﬁve excerpts
so as to avoid repeating the same nonaltered stimulus twice.
Data Analysis. Images were processed within the framework of the general
linear model in AFNI (66).
After EPI time series reconstruction, every brain volume of each participant’s
functional runs was examined to identify artifacts attributable to either subject
head movement or MRI scanning system properties. Sequences from 3 subjects
of the 21 scanned presented large-scale movements and were discarded. Sixteen
of the remaining 18 newborns provided usable data for two sequences. For the
two other babies, only one sequence (with original music and key shifts) was
usable. For within-subject motion correction and realignment, both functional
time series were aligned to a “base” image free of artifacts. Motion correction
and image realignment was performed with a weighted linear least-square
algorithm (3dvolreg) (67, 68) with gradient descent, using six parameters of rigid
body shift and rotation. Individual brain volumes with greater than ±3 mm or 3°
motion correction were eliminated from further analyses. On average, 198
volumes were retained per subject (SD = 68). A spatial ﬁlter with an rms width of
4 mm was applied to each EPI volume.
To control for individual differences in absolute values of activation, for each
voxel, we computed the mean intensity value of the sequence time series and
divided it by the values within that voxel to obtain the percent signal change at
each time point. The two functional sequences, if usable, were concatenated.
Template Creation and Image Registration. Because a suitable newborn template
is currently unavailable, we created an ad hoc template from the subjects’
whole-head EPI scans (3.75 × 3.75 × 3-mm resolution) (SI Text). For each subject, a 12-parameter afﬁne-general transformation algorithm (3dWarpDrive)
was then used to coregister the subject’s average functional volume to the
infant template. The same transformation matrix was subsequently applied to
the subject’s functional scans to align them to the infant template.
Image Analysis: Single-Subject Level. Multiple linear regression implemented
in AFNI’s 3dDeconvolve was used to ﬁt stimulus reference vectors to the MRI
time series at each voxel for each participant, obtaining an estimate of the
BOLD response to each condition of interest (69). For the 16 subjects for whom
two sequences were usable, the regression was run with nine regressors of no
interest (mean, linear trend, second-order polynomial within each sequence to
account for slow changes in MRI signal, and six outputs from the motioncorrection algorithm to account for residual variance attributable to subject
motion not corrected by registration) and three regressors of interest (one per
condition: music, key shifts alterations, and dissonance alterations). Each
regressor of interest was obtained by convolving a square wave for each
stimulation block of that condition with a gamma variate function approximating the hemodynamic response (70). For each subject, the regression
models provided estimates of the response (% signal change of the BOLD
response) to each stimulus type in each voxel.
Multiple regression was also run on 18 subjects, pooling dissonance and key
shiftsalterations, becauseboth conditions were modeled as “altered music.” This
comprehensive regression was run with nine regressors of no interest (as above)
and two regressors of interest (one per condition: music and altered music).
Group Analysis. A random effects model implemented in AFNI’s 3dANOVA
was used to create group maps in the common template space. The estimates obtained through the regression were entered in two-way mixedeffects ANOVAs performed on each voxel in template space, with stimulus
type as a ﬁxed variable and subjects as random variables. For the analysis on
16 subjects who had usable data from both sessions, three stimulus types
were included: music, key shifts alterations, and dissonance alterations. For
the comprehensive analysis on 18 subjects, music and altered music were
used as variables. The ANOVAs generated activation maps for each stimulus
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type vs. baseline. Planned contrasts were used to identify areas of signiﬁcantly different response between conditions.
Probability of a false detection was estimated through a Monte Carlo
simulation of the process of image generation, spatial correlation of voxels,
voxel intensity thresholding, masking, and cluster identiﬁcation (71). All
reported activations for this analysis survived a voxel-level signiﬁcance
threshold of P < 0.0002 and a cluster-size signiﬁcance threshold of α = 0.05
(minimum cluster size of 33 voxels) (SI Text).
For ROI analyses, spherical ROIs with a 10-mm radius comprising the
auditory cortices were drawn on the group template. For statistical pro-

cessing, the single-subject statistical maps that were the basis for the group
ANOVAs were used. Subjects’ average (unthresholded) percent signal
change in each ROI was entered into random effects ANOVA with hemisphere (left/right) and stimulus type (music and altered music) as ﬁxed variables and subjects as random variables.
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